2023 REPRODUCTION PRICE LIST
MARE CARE (Boarding)
Dry Mares $25/Day
Wet Mares $30/Day
STALLION CARE (Boarding)
Stallion Board $30/Day
GRAINING & SUPPLEMENTS
Graining is additional, depending on option (grain type) selected on check in forms – Owners are welcome to bring
their own grain and supplements that our staff can feed for $2 a day.
EXERCISE
$50 week or $7.14/Day for mares on-site for reproductive services – This is an add on to your basic boarding
charges. We have programs that fit each mare’s personal fitness level, from broodmares just needing their legs
stretched at a slow pace to a mare coming in that is at her peak fitness level. We have found that consistent
exercise creates a healthier/happier mare – which results in increased pregnancy or embryo recovery rates!
MARE MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Artificial Insemination $60
Deep Horn Insemination $75 (low dose or frozen)
Palpation $48 (per ultrasound)
Uterine Lavage $60 (can increase for multiple liters if needed)
Infuse Uterus $65 (per infusion)
Ovulatory Agents $35 to $80 (depending on drug used)
In-House Cultures $68
Sedatives $22 (can increase if a stronger sedative is necessary)
Progesterone $38/Week
Regumate Administered Onsite $7.50/Day (OTC options available at different pricing)
Place Caslicks $75
Remove Caslicks $58
EMBRYO FLUSHES & TRANSFERS
Embryo Flush $450
Embryo Transfer $450 (for client’s using their own recipient mare)
Vitrification $450 (freezing + Storage Fees)
STALLION SERVICES
Collect & Freeze $795/Per Collection
(In addition you will be responsible for the cost of custom straws with stallions name on them & storage fees)
Drive Thru Collection $135 + AI/Ultrasound Costs
Collect & Ship $350 Fedex & $425 C to C or Frozen Semen
Phantom Training $100/Hour
This is a list of our basic services, there may be some services not listed – for more specific questions please call our office at 208-454-5557
**Prices may be subject to change if costs increase from our suppliers**

